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This paper addresses an efficient reaching motion planning method tailored for teleoperated humanoid robots in complex
environments. This method offers low-level autonomy that allows the robot to autonomously plan and execute simple
tasks, thus making teleoperation easy. Efficiency is achieved by combining the phases of planning and execution. The
planning phase quickly decides on a reaching motion by approximating mass distribution which enables analytical
solutions of inverse kinematics. The execution phase executes the planned path while compensating for the approximation
error, as long as other constraints are maintained. Simulations confirm that (1) a reaching motion is planned in
approximately one second for the HRP-2 humanoid robot with 30 degrees of freedom in a constrained environment
with pipes and (2) the execution is done in real-time.
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1. Introduction

Recently, there have been increased expectations for the
development of robots that can replace humans in difficult
situations – e.g. the case of a damaged nuclear plant. Their
anthropomorphic structure makes humanoid robots most
appropriate to work in such environments since those en-
vironments were originally designed for humans. In such
environments, a teleoperated humanoid is considered to be
a reasonable solution compared to a fully autonomous one,
as the operator may want to give simple commands such
as ‘reach that point,’ ‘turn on that switch,’ or ‘rotate that
valve.’ This type of easy teleoperation requires low-level
autonomy that can interpret and execute such commands
from the operator. In this paper, we focus on the planning
and execution of reaching motions as a representative basic
function for such humanoid robots.

Probabilistic sampling-based motion planning methods
such as the rapidly exploring tree (RRT) [1] and probabilis-
tic roadmap [2] have recently shown significant progress
with respect to their efficiencies and have attracted much
attention in many application areas. Because they are very
good at quickly finding a solution even in a high-dimensional
configuration space, they have been used for motion
planning problems involving humanoid robots. Planning
methods for humanoid robots need to consider a stability
constraint in addition to usual constraints such as joint limits
and collision-freeness. Kuffner et al. proposed a dynamic
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motion planning method [3] that prepares statically stable
postures offline, plans a static motion using those postures
and then speeds it up using a dynamics filter for as long as
the motion remains collision-free. Yoshida et al. proposed
a walking motion planning method [4] that first plans a
collision-free upper body motion, then gives it to a walking
pattern generator and reshapes the path if collisions are
caused by the swinging motion of the waist. Planning meth-
ods have been proposed for collision-free walking using
the upper body by Harada [5], and for whole body motion
by Dalibard [6] to respect the stability constraint using the
expansion of search trees in a constrained manifold with
whole body inverse kinematics.

Although many general planning algorithms have already
been proposed in literature, those processing times tend
to be long if they are applied in a straightforward way to
humanoid motion planning. This is a critical problem for
robots that are teleoperated by humans. The planning must
be done within a few seconds in order to prevent the human
operator from waiting too long.

In this paper, we propose a method that shortens process-
ing time by combining two phases: planning and execution.
The planning phase quickly identifies a reaching motion by
approximating the mass distribution, which enables analyt-
ical solutions of inverse kinematics. The execution phase
compensates for the approximation error as far as other
constraints are maintained by solving whole body inverse
kinematics in real-time.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
defines a reaching motion planning problem. Sections 3
and 4 present details of the planning and execution phases,
respectively. Section 5 shows some simulation results.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Problem statement

The proposed method plans and executes a reaching motion
from the following inputs.

Geometric models: We assume that the environment is mea-
sured by sensors such as a laser range finder while the robot
is exploring; a voxel map is generated by accumulating these
measurements. The voxel map is converted into a sphere
tree[7] by assigning a sphere to each voxel. The shapes of the
robot are approximated using spheres and capsules. These
models are used for collision detection during the planning
phase and distance computation during the execution phase.

Initial configuration: We assume that the robot has already
been navigated by a human operator to an appropriate stand-
ing position from which the robot can reach the target.

Workspace goal region: The reaching target does not nec-
essarily need to be a point in 6D space. It is given as a
region called Workspace Goal Region (WGR)[8], which is
appropriate for target objects.

The arm used for reaching is not explicitly given, but
automatically selected by the planner.

The planned and executed motion has the following con-
straints.

Foot positions: Steps are not used and feet maintain their
initial positions.

Static stability: To maintain the static stability, the
horizontal position of the center of gravity (COG) is kept
stationary above its support polygon.

3. Reaching motion planning

3.1. Fast configuration projector

In general, time-consuming processes involved in the
motion planning are (1) collision detection between the
robot and environment and (2) the projection of randomly
sampled configurations onto manifolds where constraints
are respected. Because these processes are executed multi-
ple times (approximately one million times in our example
in Table 1) to find an initial path and optimize it, they
should be done efficiently. Unfortunately, the configura-
tion projection tends to be computationally heavy because
a humanoid robot is highly redundant and must respect con-
straints such as foot position/orientation and COG position.
The usual approach is to project a configuration onto a
constrained manifold by numerically solving whole body
inverse kinematics. This projection process is a bottleneck

toward achieving a solution to the motion planning
problem.

We aim to remove this bottleneck by introducing a fast
configuration projector based on an approximation of the
mass distribution that enables an analytical solution of
inverse kinematics.

First, we assume that the whole mass is concentrated on
a point fixed to the trunk link. Hereafter, the COG position
computed using distributed masses is called the exact COG
position pexact

c and that using a concentrated mass is called
the approximated COG position pc, which is determined in
such a way that it coincides with pexact

c when the robot is in
the initial standing configuration. Based on this assumption,
the static stability is easily maintained by choosing the
trunk position such that the horizontal position of pc does
not move. We therefore do not need to compute the COG
Jacobian or solve inverse kinematics numerically.

In addition, we fix some joints and split the robot’s kine-
matic chain into subchains, so as to benefit from the analyt-
ical solutions of inverse kinematics. Neck, waist, and finger
joints are fixed and kinematic chains of arms and legs are
connected to the trunk. In this paper, we assume that the
robot’s arms and legs have six degrees of freedom (DOFs),
as is the case of our humanoid robot, HRP-2.[9] Should a
robot have limbs with a higher DOF, the proposed method
can be used by fixing some of the joints or determining these
joints by random sampling.

Using these approximations, randomly sampled configu-
rations are projected onto a constrained manifold in the joint
space by (1) determining the trunk position/orientation and
(2) determining joint angles from the inverse kinematics
solution of 6-DOF chains. Usage of the analytical inverse
kinematics solution helps speed up this computation.

3.2. Planning a motion

Because a humanoid robot is highly redundant and the goal
is determined by the WGR, we need to sample goals for use
as seeds of search trees. The configuration space used to find
goals is defined as qgoal = ( pT

e rT
e zt rT

t )
T . This is a con-

catenation of an end-effector position pe, an end-effector
orientation re, the height of the trunk zt , and an orientation
of the trunk r t . Given the robot model M for collision detec-
tion, a randomly generated configuration qgoal and several
constants, Algorithm 1 computes a posture qall that respects
given positions/orientations of links without moving the
horizontal position of pc. If it succeeds, it returns true. All
positions and orientations in Algorithm 1 are expressed in
the world coordinate system. First, M is rotated and trans-
lated without changing the horizontal position of pc (line 1
and 2). Then, the arms and legs are checked to determine
if they can reach specified positions/orientations. Note that
‘solve{RightArm,LeftArm,RightLeg,LeftLeg}IK()’ are
functions used to analytically solve inverse kinematics of a
kinematic chain; pr f , rr f , pl f and rl f are the feet positions
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and orientations. The right arm is used preferentially if both
arms are reachable (from line 3 to 5). When Algorithm 1
returns True, the configuration is used as a node of the search
tree.

Algorithm 1 ProjectConfig
Input: M, qgoal, pc, pr f , rr f , pl f , rl f
Output: True/False, M.qall

1: M.rotateAroundPoint( pc, r t)
2: M.setHeight(zt)
3: if M.solveRightArmIK( pc, r t , pe,re) �= True then
4: if M.solveLeftArmIK( pc, r t , pe,re) �= True then
5: return False
6: if M.solveRightLegIK( pc, r t , pr f ,rr f ) �= True then
7: return False
8: if M.solveLefLegIK( pc, r t , pl f ,rl f ) �= True then
9: return False

10: return True

A reaching motion is planned using IKBiRRT.[8] The
configuration space for the reaching motion planning is
defined as qplan = (qT

arms zt rT
t )

T where qarms is a vector of
the arms’ joint angles. While IKBiRRT grows a tree, Algo-
rithm 1 is used to project configurations on local paths that
connect sampled configurations and nodes nearest to them.
However, lines 3–5 of Algorithm 1 are skipped because
qarms are given by random sampling.

4. Execution with real-time compensation

As the path is a sequence of discrete postures, a posture
is computed by interpolating them using a clamped cubic
spline and executed at each control cycle.

Although we confirmed that the approximation error of
the COG position is less than a few centimeters, it is prefer-
able to keep the horizontal position of the exact COG
position ( pexact

c ) constant in order to maximize the stability
margin. The postures are thus executed while compensating
for the approximation error in real time.

The compensation is done by modifying postures so that
the horizontal position of pexact

c is maintained constant at
each control cycle. Although the required modification is
small, in some case, all constraints may not be simultane-
ously satisfied because the postures are modified by local
optimization through solving whole body inverse kinemat-
ics. To continue execution even in such cases, constraints
are first prioritized and the postures then modified so that
constraints are respected as far as possible by solving pri-
oritized whole body inverse kinematics.[10] The following
four priority levels are used.

(1) Joint limits and collision avoidance constraints
have the highest priority because the robot will
cause immediate damage to itself or the envi-
ronment if they are not respected. First, spheres

of the environment model within the given dis-
tance from the robot are picked up. Then, velocity
dampers[11] are applied to each pair of environ-
ment sphere and robot geometry, both evaluated
as inequality constraints in the inverse kinematics
computation.

(2) Maintaining foot position/orientation and the hor-
izontal position of pexact

c have the second priority
since these are important to keep static stability.
These are equality constraints.

(3) Maintaining a hand position/orientation constraint
has the third priority. Although moving a hand
to the specified position is the main objective, it
has a lower priority compared to the above two
levels since ensuring the robot’s safety is critical
for enabling continued exploration.

(4) Residual redundancy is used to realize a posture
given by the initial trajectory.

Each posture can be modified in real time because the
modification is required only once for each control cycle
and the processing time is shorter than the control cycle.

5. Simulation results

5.1. Performance evaluation

To confirm the efficiency of the proposed framework, reach-
ing motions in an industrial plant shown in Figure 2 are
planned and executed on a simulator. In this example, we
defined the WGR as follows:

[xmin xmax; ymin ymax; zmin zmax;φmin φmax;
θmin θmax;ψmin ψmax]

=
[
0.71 0.71; 0.03 0.03; 0.9 0.9;−π

2

π

2
;−π

2

π

2
; −π π

]

(1)

This WGR means that a hand can grasp the target valve
at the fixed position and from any direction in the half space
shown in Figure 1.

The entire environment, having dimensions 4 m × 5 m,
is given as a voxel map. The resolution of the voxel map

Figure 1. WGR is defined such that a hand can grasp the target
valve at the fixed position and from any direction in the half space.
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Table 1. Performance of reaching motion planning.

Average planning time 226 ms
Collision detection 41% of total time, 382875 calls (24 µs/call)
ProjectConfig for goal sampling 28% of total time, 991363 calls (6.6 µs/call)

(Only 100 calls for valid goal postures)

Figure 2. An example of planned and executed reaching motions by the left arm.
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Figure 3. Left: comparison of COG trajectories. When the COG constraint is enabled, the horizontal component of the exact COG position
remains stationary (green and pink lines). Right: Minimum distance between the robot and environment. The path is modified so that the
minimum distance is never lower than the threshold (blue line).
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Figure 4. Left: the number of spheres within the distance threshold, Right: processing time used for finding those spheres, solving the
prioritized inverse kinematics and their sum. The total time is sufficiently short to allow execution in real time.

is 2 cm and the map consists of 22,753 occupied voxels. It
takes 20 ms to construct the sphere tree from the voxel map
on a modern computer (CPU:Intel Core i7 3.2 GHz).

Table 1 shows performance indices obtained when 100
reaching motions are planned. The initial configuration is
given as shown in the left most panel of Figure 2, and
the robot is instructed to reach the red valve in front. The
probability used to sample goals and the time limit of

IKBiRRT are set to 10% and 3 s, respectively. The planner
finds paths within the time limit in all trials and takes an
average of 226 ms to find a motion. It is confirmed that
the time required for an operator to wait before the robot
starts to move is very short. Although around one million
configurations are sampled to obtain goal postures, most
of them are rejected on account of failures encountered
when solving inverse kinematics, as shown Table 1. Usage
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Figure 5. Deformation of the initial path. The initial path is deformed during the execution phase to avoid collisions with a newly appeared
obstacle.

Figure 6. An example of replanning. When an obstacle appears near the target, replanning is activated and the other arm is used.

of analytical solutions of inverse kinematics is therefore
advantageous for reducing the computation time. We con-
firmed that the average computation time of ProjectConfig
with the numerical solution of inverse kinematics [10] was
792 µs per call, which was 120 times slower than 6.6 µs
per call with the analytical solution. Since ProjectConfig
occupies 28% of the total planning time, as shown Table 1,
the total planning time will become 34 times longer when
ProjectConfig is used with numerical solution; this would
therefore require considerable patience from the operator.

Figure 2 shows an example of planned and executed
reaching motions. In this example, the left arm is selected
and the robot lowers its body to avoid collisions between
its left shoulder and a pipe. The planned path consists of 6
configurations after smoothing.

Figure 3 (left) shows trajectories of the exact COG
position ( pexact

c ) for the reaching motion by the right arm.
If the initial trajectory is executed without compensation,
pexact

c moves a few centimeters. We can confirm that the
horizontal position of pexact

c does not move with the com-
pensation. In Figure 3 (right), minimum distances between
the robot and environment are plotted. Negative distances

indicate collision of the robot with the environment. Hence,
for safety purposes, the whole body inverse kinematics
solver uses collision-avoidance constraints in order to
maintain a distances of 5 mm or greater. The minimum
distance should never be lower than the threshold.

Figure 4 (left) shows the number of spheres within the
distance threshold 2 cm from the robot and Figure 4 (right)
shows the processing time to find these spheres, solving
prioritized inverse kinematics and their sum. Many spheres
are detected at the initial configuration because both
shoulders are close to pipes. The processing time is pro-
portional to the number of spheres and is popularly used to
solve prioritized inverse kinematics. The processing time
is short enough to allow execution in real time since the
control cycle of HRP-2 is 5 ms.

5.2. Integration with reactive planning framework

In our previous study,[12] we proposed a reactive planning
framework that combines the deformation and replanning
methods. Once a collision-free path is planned and begins
execution, the robot continues executing the path as long as
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the path remains feasible with necessary local path defor-
mation caused by the motion of obstacles. If the executed
path becomes infeasible even after deformation, replanning
is performed to find an alternative path. We validated the
effectiveness of this method by applying it to redundant
manipulators. However, since extensive computations are
required, further improvement is necessary in order to allow
the method to be applicable to humanoid robots.

Because the effectiveness of the proposed method is use-
ful for planning the initial path and quickly replanning paths,
the method has been integrated with the reactive planning
framework. The execution phase works not only to com-
pensate for the approximation error but, in this case, also to
deform the initial trajectory in order to enable adaptability
to small changes in the environment.

Figure 5 shows the case where an obstacle (green cube)
appears after the initial path is planned. The initial path is the
same as the path shown in Figure 2. When the environment
model is updated and the obstacle is detected on the initial
path, the initial path is deformed in order to avoid collisions
with the obstacle. As a consequence, the left arm passes
through the right side of the obstacle.

Figure 6 shows a case where an obstacle appears near
the target (images for 0 and 2 s are omitted since they are
the same as Figure 2. The obstacle prevents the robot from
reaching the target. When the execution phase is complete,
the position and orientations of the hand are checked in order
to verify the robot reached the target. If the robot finds that its
hand failed to reach the target, it restarts the planning phase,
plans a new path with the updated environment model, and
executes the new plan. In this case, the planner finds a path to
reach the target using the right arm because the path from
the left side is blocked by the obstacle and its execution
starts immediately.

Even if the environment is not modified, the execution
phase rarely fails because the hand position/orientation con-
straint has lower priority. This replanning function is also
useful for such cases to attempt to complete the task by
using a new path.

6. Conclusions

We presented an efficient reaching motion planning method
for humanoid robots on exploration missions. Assuming
that the robot is teleoperated by a human, we focused on
reducing planning time, hence reducing operator time. The
proposed method consists of a planning phase and an
execution phase. The former consists of a reaching motion
that is quickly planned by utilizing analytical solutions of
inverse kinematics and the latter consists of the execution of
the planned path while compensating for an approximation
error in real time once other constraints are maintained. The
effectiveness of the method was confirmed by generating
reaching motions in a simulated industrial plant.

In this study, we did not deal with the manipulation of the
target object. The robot in the presented example may not
be able to open/close the valve if the reached position and
orientation not be appropriate. Future work will therefore
consider unifying both reaching and object manipulation
in a single framework. Another issue is the selection of
a standing position and stance, both which were predeter-
mined in this study. Operators often find it difficult to choose
an appropriate standing position and stance. We therefore
plan to investigate the ability to automatically decide the
standing posture that maximizes the workable range for the
robot in future studies.
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